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      Abstract: It is plain that an individual's being conscious and an individual's being conscious of various things are both crucial for successful functioning.  But it is far less 
clear how it might also be useful for a person's psychological states to occur consciously, as against those states occurring but without being conscious.  I'll restrict attention 
here to cognitive and desiderative states, though similar considerations apply to perceiving, sensing, and feeling; like cognition and volition, all these states are useful; the 
question is whether any additional utility is conferred by any of these states' occurring consciously, and I'll offer reasons to think not.  It has been held that cognitive and 
volitional states' being conscious enhances processes of rational thought and planning, intentional action, executive function, and the correction of complex reasoning.  I 
examine  these and related proposals in the light of empirical findings and theoretical considerations, and conclude that there is little reason to think that any additional 
utility results from these states' occurring consciously.
      If so, we cannot rely on evolutionary adaptation to explain why such states so often occur consciously in humans and likely many other animals.  Elsewhere 
(Consciousness and Mind, Clarendon, 2005) I have briefly sketched an alternative explanation, on which cognitive and desiderative states come to be conscious as a 
byproduct of other useful psychological developments, some involving language.  But there is still no significant utility that these states' being conscious adds to the utility of 
those other developments.
      
      Rosenthal, D Consciousness and Its Function Neuropsychologia 46, 3 (2008): 829-840.
.
Stevan Harnad    6 July 2012 08:16
WHAT MAKES UNCONSCIOUS "THOUGHTS" "MENTAL"?
In reply to a question about what makes unconscious processes "mental":
(1) David Rosenthal wants an *argument* for the possibility of unfelt feelings (unconscious red, loud, etc.). That's a call for an argument for a 
contradiction.
(2) David also says intentionality can be unconscious. (Intentionality means "aboutness".) So the there can be the unconscious "thought" that "the cat is 
on the mat" because that unconscious thought is about the cat being on the mat.
But either "the cat is on the mat" is just an internal sentence (a string of meaningless symbols, as in a book or a computer, with the interpretation, hence 
the "aboutness" coming from the external reader or user), which is mere syntax, with no "aboutness," or it is David who must give an argument to explain 
how unfelt thoughts are about what they are about, or about anything at all, on their own, without the mediation of an external (thinking, feeling) interpreter.
 
.
David Rosenthal  8 July 2012 03:49
(1) Stevan says I wanted an argument for the possibility of unfelt feelings. I don't recall that request. Instead, I asked for an argument that mental 
states--e.g., thoughts, expectation, desires, perceptions, sensations, emotions, etc.--cannot occur without being conscious states. My 
understanding is that Stevan uses the adjective 'felt' much as I use the term 'conscious'--when that term is applied to mental states--states of the 
sort listed above.
To reiterate what I said in discussion--and all too briefly in the talk; I regard a state as mental not by appeal to to ostensive definition, such as the 
giving of a list like that above--but rather by appeal to to the state's having one or another of two defining characteristics: intentional properties or 
qualitative properties.
Intentional properties are intentional content (that something is the case) together with what Russell called a propositional attitude (here I'll give 
examples: thinking assertorically, expecting, desiring, doubting, wondering, etc.). If a state has intentional properties so defined, it's a mental state. 
Qualitative properties are props like the redness, painfulness and so forth that occur in perceiving and sensing the existential environment and in 
bodily sensations.
I hold that both types of property can and often does occur without being conscious--without an individual's being at all aware of their occurring, at 
least unaware of their occurrence without appeal to conscious inference or observation. Intuitively, that amounts to one's being unaware of their 
occurring except by appeal to to the third-person techniques that we use to tell when *other* people and nonhuman animals are in those states.
What I was asking for an argument for was why one should think that this last paragraph is mistaken: Why mental states, so defined, cannot occur 
the individual's being at all aware of their occurrence--except by third-person means.
I think it's not a good to put things in terms of whether there can be unfelt feelings. If 'feeling' just refers to mental states and 'unfelt' simply refers to 
a state's not occurring consciously, both as defined above, there's no problem about the occurrence of unfelt feelings. But putting the issue using 
those terms creates an unnecessary and, I think, theoretically loaded impression of contradiction. So it creates an unnecessary and theoretically 
loaded sense that mental states cannot occur without being conscious. Putting the issue in more neutral terms therefore seems to be to be 
preferable.
THAT'S ABOUT STEVAN'S FIRST COMMENT; THE BLOG WON'T ACCEPT MORE. I'LL TRY ANOTHER WAY.
.
David Rosenthal  8 July 2012 03:50
THIS IS THE REPLY TO STEVAN'S (2):
(2) Stevan's skipping the part about hold an attitude toward the intentional content; I don't regard the mere occurrence of intentional content as 
sufficient for a state's being mental. I regard it as sufficient only if the state exhibits intentional content *and* the individual exhibits evidence of an 
attitude toward that content.
There are many reasons to think that intentional content occurs without being conscious. All one needs is a theoretical reason (theoretical, because 
one cannot in these cases go on first-person access) to identify the occurrence of a state as exhibiting intentional content. I favor am conceptual-
role theories, which regard states s having intentional content if they have the kind of causal potential toward behavior, stimuli, and *most crucially* 
other inner states that we take *conscious* intentional states to exhibit. It's the causal potential, not one's being aware of being in the state, that's 
responsible for the state's having intentional content.
Stevan says that if such a state isn't conscious it is "just an internal sentence (a string of meaningless symbols, as in a book or a computer, with 
the interpretation, hence the "aboutness" coming from the external reader or user), which is mere syntax, with no "aboutness"." I myself see no 
good argument for that, being unconvinced by Searle's 1990 target article in Behavioral and Brain Sciences. I recommend in that connection my 
commentary on that target.
Stevan Harnad    12 July 2012 14:18
WHAT MAKES A MENTAL STATE MENTAL? (Reply to David Rosenthal's Reply 1)
David and I differ (profoundly!) on what makes a mental state mental -- hence on what we mean by "mental": David thinks it's a bunch of things. I 
think it means one and only one thing: An internal state is a mental state if and only if it is being felt (i.e., a felt state). 
If an internal state is not being felt, it is not mental, even if it occurs in the brain of an organism that is capable of mental states, even if it occurs 
while (other) mental states are being felt, and even if it is part of the brain substrate of a state that could eventually become a felt state.
"Mental" (as applied to "state") is synonymous with "conscious," "aware," "experienced," "subjective," "qualitative" etc. etc. as applied to "state." 
And in order to avoid equivocation, obfuscation and question-begging, I strongly urge sticking to the word "felt" and avoiding all those other weasel-
words.
An "intentional" state is only mental if it is felt. Otherwise it is merely a state that can be interpreted (by someone who has mental states) as being 
about something. In that sense, an unfelt "intentional" state is more like a sentence in a book or a computer than a thought that is being thought by 
a feeling thinker. (And of course I don't think the "mark of the mental" is intentionality ["aboutness"], but feeling, since intentionality can be either 
mental [felt] or non-mental [unfelt].)
(It should be clear that on this sense of "mental," an argument that there could be unconscious mental states would indeed be an argument that 
there can be unfelt feelings. If I am wrong to equate mental with felt, then what I have said is indeed theoretically loaded; but if I'm right, then it is 
theoretically lightened! )
FELT AND UNFELT "ATTITUDES" (Reply to David Rosenthal's Reply 2)
Attitudes, like intentionality and internal states in general can be felt or unfelt. If unfelt, they are not mental. A sentence on a page has a lot of 
causal potential if taken up and acted upon by a feeling mind. But if taken up and acted upon by an unfeeling robot (or by a feeling mind, but without 
feeling it), the sentence is not mental.
Searle's 1990 argument in BBS is that an unconscious state is mental if it is potentially accessible to consciousness. By my lights, that means it's 
mental if it's potentially felt. I would rather say it's mental only if it's actually felt. (The pinch you gave me while I was ranting about the definition of 
consciousness may have been potentially felt, but I didn't feel it; so it isn't and wasn't mental, though perhaps with a few attentional switches 
swapped, it could have been. Ditto for the sentence on the page that my eyes wandered over whilst I was thinking of something else; or even the 
inchoate thought that I missed thinking because I was in the thralls of a rant about the meaning of consciousness…)
David Rosenthal  13 July 2012 05:51
AGAIN: I NEED BECAUSE OF LENGTH TO BREAK MY POST IN TWO PARTS.
PART I: 
Reply to Stevan--about what makes a state mental:
I don't think it's quite right to say I think that it's a bunch of things that make a state mental. I do think that there are two families of mental 
properties--intentional properties and qualitative properties. And a state's having properties from at least one of those two families suffices to make 
it mental.
One could raise a question about why a state's being mental, which one might think of as a unitary matter, should be exemplified by two distinct 
types of property. I don't think that that's such a problem. Both intentional and qualitative properties are representational. The intentional content 
content of thoughts, desires, expectations, doubts, and the like, e.g., all represent whatever that intentional content is about. And the qualitative 
character of sensations of red and of a good wine represent the physical properties of something's being red and the physical property of being a 
good wine, just as the qualitative character of pain represents disturbance or damage to a part of the body. Part of what unifies intentional and 
qualitative properties is their representational character.
Another part is that states that are mental in virtue of having properties belonging to one or both of those two types, though they are not always 
conscious--in Stevan's terms not always *felt*--are all such that they are type of state that can be felt. That's a second characteristic that unifies a 
state's having one or the other of the two types of property. And these two unifying factors are enough to undergird our sense that a state's being 
mental is a unitary thing.
Stevan denies this, writing that "[i]f an internal state is not being felt, it is not mental." And he writes that ""Mental" (as applied to "state") is 
synonymous with "conscious," "aware," "experienced," "subjective," "qualitative" etc. etc. as applied to "state."" I am not sure what is 
*substantively* at issue here--as against a merely verbal issue. What is it that would be different about the world--as against Stevan's and my uses 
of words--that would make Stevan right and me wrong, or conversely? I don't see anything.
Stevan thinks I use weasel words in my account of things; I don't see anything at all unclear about my uses. But my use has an advantage his 
lacks: Mine usage highlights the way states we are aware of ourselves as being in resemble in very salient ways states that we have third-person 
evidence we are often or sometimes in, though without first-person access to our being in them.
Stevan thinks t what I call an intentional state is, if one isn't aware of it in a first-person way, "merely a state that can be interpreted (by someone 
who has mental states) as being about something." I think we have substantive reasons for seeing such states that way. We shouldn't be misled by 
Stevan's disparaging use of 'interpret'; all that amounts to is having substantive reason to classify a state in a particular way--as having the relevant 
kind of representational properties--i.e., intentional content.
David Rosenthal  13 July 2012 05:52
PART II:
Stevan holds open the spectre of misapplying the notion of intentional content because we have no reason to withhold it from computers if we apply 
it to states to which the being in question does not have first-person access. I think this is a manufactured worry. We know on holist grounds--how 
particular states interact with one another and with inputs and outputs--that the states computers are in don't (at least as current computers operate) 
interact in sufficiently rich ways to see those states as having intentionality. But contrast, there are plenty of nonconscious states people and other 
animals are in that do interact in sufficiently rich ways to warrant our regarding them as having intentional content.
What do I mean by holist interactions? I mean causal interactions, actual and potential, with a very great many other states and with many actual 
and possible inputs and outputs.
About felt and unfelt attitudes:
Here Stevan raises the worry that we may not be able to distinguish the intentionality of sentences written on a page from the intentionality I assign 
to states of which individuals aren't aware in a first-person way (aren't felt). Again, I think there is nothing serious to worry about. Sentences written 
on a page simply don't interact in the holist way with anything else, though they do, when read, have one-on-one causal ties with actual mental 
states in the reader's mind (and when written such ties with intentional states in the writer's mind).
Stevan Harnad    14 July 2012 09:21
RICH INTERACTION POTENTIAL
David Rosenthal: 
"Both intentional and qualitative properties are 'representational'": 
.
"Representational" is alas another weasel-word! Felt or unfelt representation? If unfelt (a picture, a text, a computational or robotic or neural state) it 
is just a state. Nothing mental about it at all.
David Rosenthal: 
"Mental states are not always felt but a 'type' of state that can be felt": 
.
Sounds like potentially mental states, rather than actually mental states. As for mental potential: who knows, this carbon atom might be a part of a 
potentially mental state, even if it's in a fossil, cadaver or oil-spill… 
David Rosenthal: 
"What is substantively at issue -- as against merely verbal?" 
.
An explanation of how and why we feel.
David Rosenthal: 




"Holist interactions are actual and potential causal interactions with many other states and many actual and possible inputs and outputs": 
.
What (apart from the robotic Turing Test [T3]) is the test of whether states are sufficiently interactive. (And T3 is all about doing, not feeling.)
David Rosenthal: 
"We know (current) computers don't interact in sufficiently rich ways whereas plenty of non-conscious states in people and other animals 
do": 
.
What (apart from the robotic Turing Test [T3]) is the test of whether states are sufficiently "rich"? (And T3 is all about doing, not feeling.)
David Rosenthal: 
"Sentences on a page don't interact in the holist way with anything else, though when read they do have one-on-one causal ties with 
actual mental states in the reader's mind": 
.
When read into a feeling reader's head, sentences become part of mental states (like the carbon atom).
David Rosenthal  14 July 2012 09:58
There may not be a one-liner about what it is for a state to be mental, and the quest for a one-liner may mislead. 
i didn't say that anything representational is mental. I said that being representational is one (of two) aspects that intentional content and qualitative 
character, construed as properties of states of people and other creatures (almost certainly computers of the not too close future). It was not part of 
a definition of mental on its own; I offered intentional content and qualitative character for that, and offered representational character as what those 
two kinds of property have in common. that they have it in common with other things isn't relevant.
Stevan says that my saying that mental states are not all conscious, but rather a type that can be conscious, "[s]ounds like potentially mental 
states, rather than actually mental states." What is there about the world, as against a propensity to use words in one way or another, that would 
settle that issue?
Stevan replies to this question by saying that what is substantively as issue and not merely verbal is "[a]n explanation of how and why we feel." 
Answer: States that we are in, which are not in themselves or always conscious states, sometimes are. The explanation of how and why we 
*consciously* feel will consist in explaining how and why some of those states are conscious. Simply having as a desideratum "a]n explanation of 
how and why we feel" does not decide between the view that the term 'mental' applies only to states that are conscious (felt, as Stevan puts it) vs. 
the view that it applies to states that can be conscious but often aren't.
Stevan asks how nonconscious mental states resemble conscious mental states; in their qualitative and intentional properties.
Maybe the robotic Turing test is a good way to tell whether the holist interactions a state has with other states and with inputs and outputs are rich 
enough to count as mental. I'm neutral about that. And, yes, of course it's not about only conscious mental states, but about mental states 
generally, both the conscious ones and the ones that aren't conscious ("felt").
Stevan writes, "When read into a feeling reader's head, sentences become part of mental states (like the carbon atom)." I'm not sure I understand. 
The sentence remains on the pages; it isn't read "into" anybody's head, but read *by* somebody. Its semantic (and possibly other) properties are 
represented in the reader's head. The sentence has very few interactions with other states, and none to speak of with )other) inputs or directly with 
outputs.
Stevan Harnad    21 July 2012 15:38
THE MARK OF THE MENTAL (1 of 3) Reply to David Rosenthal (DR)
"Representational" has the same problems as "intentional": It comes in two flavours. Mental (felt) and not (unfelt). 
The distinction is along the same line's as Searle's intrinsic intentionality vs. extrinsic or derived intentionality. A sentence or an image or a thought 
or a proposition are not "about" something unless a feeling entity is actually saying, seeing, thinking or meaning them. And it feels like something to 
be saying, seeing, thinking or meaning something. 
Otherwise a sentence or image on a page or inside a computer or robot, or an unfelt internal state inside a feeling entity that is systematically 
interpretable as being a thought or proposition, but not actually being felt, is simply an internal state, as in a toaster or teapot: nothing mental about 
it at all.
David Rosenthal: "What is there about the world, as against a propensity to use words in one way or another, that would settle that issue 
[of whether or not unfelt states are 'mental'): ?"
The only issue about which there is a fact of the matter is whether and when an entity has felt states. (The feeler knows for sure.) What we decide 
to call states other than felt states is, as David says, a matter of word-choice (except if we decide to call them "felt" in which case we can only call 
them felt if and when they are indeed felt!) 
If there were only unfelt states, there would be no "hard" problem, just toasters, teapots, and darwinian zombie-organisms, including talking ones,
David Rosenthal: "States that we are in, which are not in themselves or always conscious states, sometimes are (conscious)." 
Conscious is again a weasel word here. The above sentence would not even make sense if we unambiguously used "felt" instead of "conscious": 
"States that we are in, which are not in themselves or always felt, sometimes are (felt)!"
The only states that are felt are the states that are felt. An unfelt state is unfelt. If it "resembles" a felt state (say, shares some of its neural 
substrate), that's interesting, but only because it focuses the mystery on why and how the neural difference between the unfelt state and the felt 
state makes the felt state felt!
David Rosenthal: "The explanation of how and why we *consciously* feel will consist in explaining how and why some of those states are 
conscious."
Again, the weasel-word, creating what looks like alternatives out of synonyms:
The unambiguous way of putting it is "The explanation of how and why we feel will consist in explaining how and why some states are felt."
The only way to feel is consciously. There is no "unconscious feeling" [unfelt feeling] (though there can be unconscious states and processes, as 
well as unconscious responses and capacities, neural and behavioral).
David Rosenthal: "an explanation of how and why we feel" does not decide [whether] 'mental' applies only to states that are conscious 
(felt, as Stevan puts it) [or] to states that can be conscious but often aren't."
"Mental" is yet another redundant weasel-word. David wants to use it for internal states that are somehow "potentially" felt, or potentially "part" of 
states that are felt.
We could by the same token say that they are only "potentially" mental, or potentially "part" of states that are mental.
Or we could just throw out the redundant weasel-word "mental" and say states are felt if they are felt, and unfelt if they are not: "potential" and 
"parts" have nothing to do with it.
[1 of 3, continued]
Stevan Harnad    21 July 2012 15:40
THE MARK OF THE MENTAL (2 of 3) Reply to David Rosenthal (DR)
David Rosenthal: "Stevan asks how nonconscious mental states resemble conscious mental states; in their qualitative and intentional 
properties"
Unfelt states have no qualitative properties. And intentional properties are merely derivative if/when they are unfelt, the way the interpretability of a 
sentence in a book or a state in a computer or a VR simulation is parasitic on the (felt) state in the head of the reader or viewer. 
David Rosenthal: "Maybe the robotic Turing test is a good way to tell whether the holist interactions a state has with other states and with 
inputs and outputs are rich enough to count as mental. I'm neutral about that."
The only thing the robotic TT can do is show you what states and processes are sufficient to generate behavioral capacity (doing) indistinguishable 
from that of a feeling human being: interacting with the world, interacting with other human beings with words and other doings.
The actual nature and richness of the "holist interactions" of internal states with other internal states, and with inputs and outputs awaits the 
findings of future cognitive science (and progress on designing models that can pass the robotic TT). 
It is not clear to me how something so vague, let alone some hypothetical continuum of "richness" can tell us what does and does not count as 
mental. Correlations there will certainly be, between our felt and unfelt states, and out brain's internal states. There will also be such correlations 
with the TT robot, though we may be inclined to be a trifle less confident about whether it is indeed feeling, when it says and behaves as if it is. 
Turing recommends giving in the benefit of the doubt, faute de mieux, and I incline the same way.
Perhaps at Turing scale we will have an idea of what the continuum of "richness: underlying "holistic interactions" actually consists in, functionally 
speaking, if there is indeed such a continuum. We may even find the cut-off point along that continuum where feeling actually kicks in, if we can 
take the robot's word for it (and we should). But that will be just the same as if we find the neural correlates of unfelt and felt states: Whether on a 
continuum with a threshold between felt and unfelt, or simply functionally different state sharing some features and components and not others, we 
still will not have addressed the hard problem of explaining how and why the felt ones are felt.
[2 of 3, continued]
Stevan Harnad    21 July 2012 15:41
THE MARK OF THE MENTAL (3 of 3) Reply to David Rosenthal (DR)
David Rosenthal: "It's not about only conscious mental states, but about mental states generally, both the conscious ones and the ones 
that aren't conscious ('felt')."
This is unfortunately back to splitting synonyms: "It's not about only felt internal states, but about internal states generally, both the felt ones and 
the ones that aren't felt."
Well, yes, but I think we've already agreed that it's just a matter of word-choice if we decide to call the unfelt internal states of a feeler "mental" just 
because they're going on inside of a feeler rather than a teapot.
Not so for "felt," about which there really is a fact of the matter (but you have to be the feeler in order to feel it).
David Rosenthal: "Stevan writes, 'When read into a feeling reader's head, sentences become part of mental states (like the carbon atom).' 
I'm not sure I understand. The sentence remains on the pages; it isn't read "into" anybody's head, but read *by* somebody. Its semantic 
(and possibly other) properties are represented in the reader's head. The sentence has very few interactions with other states, and none to 
speak of with (other) inputs or directly with outputs." 
The sentence "The cat is on the mat," when it appears on this screen, is not part of a mental state. When you see and understand it, so that you 
are thinking "The cat is on the mat" then it is part of a mental state, because it feels like something to think "The cat is on the mat." (Searle's 
extrinsic or "as-if" intentionality vs. intrinsic or "original" intentionality again, though I don't really like that dichotomy: Unfelt vs. felt "meaning" is 
better.
Bref, Brentano was mistaken. The mark of the mental is not intentionality but feeling. To have a mind is to feel. And an internal state -- even an 
internal state in an organism that is capable of feeling -- is only mental (felt) if and when it is being felt. The rest is just internal states and 
processes, as in a robot, or teapot.
David Rosenthal  22 July 2012 06:21
I do insist that intentional and other representational states an occur consciously or not (felt or not in Stevan's terminology). I don't accept that 
Stevan and Searle are right that sych states aren't just as mental in nonconscious as in conscious form. There's no issue about what makes them 
mental when they are conscious; teapots are in qualitative states in that they aren't responsive to stimuli in ways that allow fine-grained 
discriminative responses (see my "How to Think about Mental Qualities," on http://tinyurl.com/drpubn). Similarly with intentional properties; teapots 
don't have mental attitudes toward a range on intentional content. Nonconscious intentional properties are not Searle's derived intentionality; 
nonconscious intentional states have intentional content and mental attitude because of causal and dispositional ties with other is (perhaps none of 
them conscious) and stimuli and inputs.
Stevan objects that this is not a strict line. But it's not obvious that 'mental'--as opposed to 'conscious'--applies in a strict, on-or-off way. There can 
be and are many borderline cases. But the existence of borderline cases doesn't mean that there are overwhelmingly many clear cases.
Stevan follows Searle in holding that nonconscious mental states are "internal states that are somehow "potentially" felt, or potentially "part" of 
states that are felt." That's simply not how I'm using the terms. Read the foregoing article and my "Intentionality," available on http://gc-
cuny.academia.edu/David Rosenthal  osenthal/About.
Using consciousness as a necessary condition for states that be mental rules by by unsubstantiated fiat a very great deal from research projects--
research into state that have everything in common with conscious mental states except for being conscious. And the rtrends no need for such a 
shortcut, one-stop mark of the mental; it can be the more complex mark I have argued for. That's what I had in mind in describing it as a a verbal 
matter.
Stevan's "translations" of 'being conscious' into 'being felt' aren't neutral; they create a sense of paradox where there is none. There's no paradox in 
a state's being mental but not conscious or not felt--i.e., one isn't aware of the state; there is a paradox in a state's not being conscious but being 
felt.
Stevan and I agree that written or spoken sentences are not part or aspects of intentional states; he follows Searle in seeing such states as 
analogous to intentional states that aren't conscious; I deny that that's at all a useful analogy, relying for nonconscious intentional states instead 
the factors I list above. 
Nobody doubt that explaining intentional content and mental attitude and explain mental quality is a serious explanatory challenge. I believe I have 
made good process, as have a number of others in the field. Stevan's use of being felt to distinguish mental from nonmental is using an 
uninformative one-liner (being felt) for the hard work of explaining intentional content, mental attitude, and mental quality.
Stevan Harnad    22 July 2012 17:51
ZOMBIE STATES
For the perplexed reader, here is what the disagreement between David and me hinges on:
Let us call unfelt internal states, occurring inside the brain of an organism that can feel, "zombie states." 
The reason I call them zombie states is that I think we all agree that if an organism's brain had only such states, and could still do and say 
everything that a normal human being can do and say, then it would indeed be a zombie (i.e., a Turing-Test passer [T3] that was indistinguishable 
from us, yet did not feel).
Now let us remember that the "hard" problem is explaining how and why feeling organisms feel. So for an organism that had only zombie states, 
there would be no such problem. All that would need to be explained was how it could do and say everything it could do and say ("easy" problems!).
Now back to reality: The human brain can indeed feel. And it has both zombie states and non-zombie states. 
So the disagreement with David is over what to call some of the brain's zombie states. I think David wants to call those of them that share some of 
the properties or parts of felt states "mental states", whereas I'd rather reserve "mental" only for the felt ones. (The hard problem is, after all, 
traditionally called the mind/body or mental/physical problem!) David replies no, that's simply not how he is using these terms.
But I do agree completely with David that this is purely a verbal matter.
[By the way, none of what I've said implies that I believe that a zombie could pass the Turing Test.]
David Rosenthal  27 July 2012 09:28
I don't think I quite agree with Stevan about where he and I differ. I don't myself think it's reasonable to stigmatize nonconscious mental states as 
zombie states; they're mental, according to me, in every way that conscious ("felt") mental states are: They have intentional content and mental 
attitude or they have qualitative character, often both.
If I'm concerned about whether somebody else is in one or another or indeed in any mental states, it doesn't matter to my determining that whether 
those states are conscious ("felt"); I have nothing to go on but that individual's behavior. That includes of course verbal behavior--possibly being 
apparent testimony to the individual's being in one or another conscious state; but robots and so forth can engage in such verbal behavior.
I think Stevan and I are agreed that whether to call nonconscious states with intentional or qualitative properties mental is a verbal matter. Given 
that, I don't understand his insistence on the more restrictive usage. My more inclusive usage has the advantage of connecting more phenomena 
together.
Stevan Harnad    5 August 2012 18:27
Unconscious qualitative character? Who's enjoying the quality? And in what does the quality consist, if it is not a feeling?
Stevan Harnad    7 July 2012 04:23
DISTINGUISHING IDENTICALS
Being conscious of (or that) X = being aware of (or that) X = feeling (or feeling-that) X. Those who try to give "awareness" a distinct meaning from 
"consciousness" (in such notions as unconscious awareness, unconscious knowledge, unconscious perception) are merely talking about the 
unconscious (unfelt) detection or possession or processing of information (data). But although my brain may detect, possess or process data 
without my being conscious of it, it is equally true that I am not aware of it, and I do not feel it.
Best to stop trying to pry apart synonyms that are in any case weasel-words. Calling feeling "feeling" will never betray you, nor lead you into 
question-begging, irrelevance, empty semiology or absurdity.
David Rosenthal  8 July 2012 10:24
Well, I do think my views and Stevan's are not compatible! But that's not by itself a reason to reject my views! (Nor, of course, by itself reason to 
reject his views.)
I distinguished three uses of the term 'conscious'. People and other creatures are sometimes conscious; their thoughts, sensations, perceptions, 
and so forth, are sometimes conscious; and people and other creatures are sometimes conscious *of* things.
You can tell that these are three distinct uses because 'not conscious' in the three cases clearly applies to very different things: in the first case, 
people or creatures' being asleep or comatose or anaesthetized, and so forth; in the second, 'not conscious' applies to thoughts, desires, 
perceptions, and so forth of which the creature is wholly unaware (except possibly in a third-person way); and in the third case a creature's being 
unaware of the thing in question.
In the third case, 'conscious' and 'aware' are the same.
But not in the second. In subliminal perception, e.g., we are aware of the stimulus; otherwise it couldn't affect downstream psychological 
processing. But we aren't *consciously* aware of it. Those two are distinct phenomena.
David Rosenthal  8 July 2012 10:25
I myself think 'feel' and felt' and 'feeling' betray us very often. They apply equivocally to mental states of particular sorts--e.g., bodily sensations and 
emotions--and to mental states' being conscious. One could have a theory--as I take it you do, Stevan--that being mental never comes apart from 
being conscious. But one could have a theory on which they do come apart, as I do. Being mental is having intentional or qualitative properties, and 
being conscious is being aware of a mental state in a way that is subjectively independent of inference or observation, i.e., subjectively 
unmediated.
STEVAN Harnad     :
"All David can mean is that we need not be conscious of stimulus (we need not feel it) for our brains to be able to detect it, and even respond to it."
STEVAN Harnad     :
"EPICYCLING AROUND THE PROBLEM: People need not feel stimuli, ever; and I can get a toy robot to do verbal reporting. All evidence of feeling 
is inferential and correlative mind-reading, whether verbal or nonverbal. The hard problem is to explain how and why we feel despite the fact that it 
looks as if there's no need for it, and there's not even any way to make sure anyone but oneself feels."
STEVAN Harnad     :
"Communication will not advance unless we drop synonyms (and strained efforts to distinguish them). Consciousness is identical to awareness. 
Only Humpty Dumpty can pry them apart."
.
David Rosenthal  16 July 2012 10:07
I agree that being conscious of something is the same as being aware of it. But when Stevan says that "[a]ll David can mean is that we need not 
be conscious of stimulus (we need not feel it) for our brains to be able to detect it, and even respond to it," I take issue. I think we are aware of 
subliminal stimuli. I've given reasons above for thinking that this is a good way to describe things.
I did not, by the way, distinguish being conscious of things from being aware of them; I distinguished between consciously aware of things from 
being aware of them but not consciously.
David Rosenthal  27 July 2012 09:20
I don't recall using the phrase 'unconsciously aware', and it's in any case nowhere on this blog, as a quick reveals, except in Diego's post (and now 
mine).
What I said was that we could distinguish between conscious perceiving, in which we're consciously aware of perceive things, and nonconscious or 
subliminal perceiving, in which we're aware of things but not consciously aware of them.
That we're aware of things subliminally is evident from the effect that the subliminal input has on our distinctively psychological processing.
The distinction between being consciously aware of something and being aware of it but not consciously is simply a useful way, employed 
frequently in the popular press and in scientific journals, to capture the difference between conscious and subliminal perceiving.
I agree of course that we perceive in very many degrees of detail; but that's true both of conscious perceiving and of subliminal perceiving. The two 
issues cut across one another.
.
. Stevan Harnad    5 August 2012 18:43
ON BEING UNAWARELY AWARE
David Rosenthal: "I don't recall using the phrase 'unconsciously aware'"
David Rosenthal: "[in] nonconscious or subliminal perceiving… we're aware of things but not consciously aware of them."
Sounds like "unconsciously aware" to me (or is this about the semiotics of the difference between "un-" and "non-"?
David Rosenthal: "The distinction between being consciously aware of something and being aware of it but not consciously is simply a useful 
way… to capture the difference between conscious and subliminal perceiving."
May I suggests a simpler and more useful way? Subliminal "perceiving" is neither awareness nor perceiving: It's detection, processing and 
responding (which can also be performed by a robot). Perceiving is done awarely (felt); subliminal detection, processing and responding are not.
David Rosenthal  6 August 2012 04:45
I think the terminology isn't so important here; I think what matters is whether, when stimuli are presented subliminally and they affect an individual 
psychologically, the psychological effect is similar in relevant ways to the psychological effect when the perceiving is conscious. I've argued--and 
there is overwhelming evidence for this--that the answer is yes. Given that, we have overwhelming reason to regard the subliminal case as 
perceiving. And then there is no issue about terminology except how to describe that result.
Gluing 'felt' to perceiving is an optional terminological decision that distorts things, by discounting all the psychological similarities that obtain 
between that conscious and nonconscious cases. We can do greater justice to the situation by describing ourselves as being aware of the stimulus 
in the subliminal case--though not consciously aware, and being consciously aware of the stimulus when the perceiving itself is conscious. 
In any case, we can't settle substantive questions about whether the subliminal case is relevantly similar to the conscious case by terminological 
fiat; we must ask how similar the two cases are psychologically.
. Stevan Harnad    6 August 2012 09:37
UNFELT AWARENESS?
The weasel-word here is "psychological": 
(Today's) robots and teapots (and Zombies), I assume we agree, do not have psychological states. They just have states. 
The next question is: do all cerebral states of entities that are able to feel -- whether they are felt states or not -- count as "psychological" (or 
"mental") states? 
Perhaps that's just a terminological issue. Ditto for cerebral states that affect other cerebral states. Whether we call the cause-state or the effect-
state "psychological" is up to us. A fortiori, if a cerebral state is unfelt, but it resembles a cerebral state that is felt, and is even a precursor cause-
state or an influence on a later cerebral state that is felt, then we are free to call it "psychological" (or "mental") if so inclined.
But calling the precursor state "aware" when it's not felt, or not yet felt, is another story -- and it goes beyond the question of the arbitrariness of 
how we choose to use the word "mental" or "psychological" and approaches something closer to either an equivocation or a self-contradiction.
That's why I urge doing away with all the ambiguous words and weasel words and just call a spade a space: `
What we are talking about when we refer to conscious states, states of awareness, or mindful states is felt states. If a state does not feel like 
anything to be in, it is not a state in which anyone is aware of anything. 
(To detect or possess or process or respond to information [data] is not to be aware of the data, unless the detection or possession or processing 
or responding to the data is felt.)
SUMMARY: What states we call "psychological" and "mental" is terminological, and a matter of taste. What states we call "aware" is not.
David Rosenthal  6 August 2012 09:48
I don't think 'psychological' is what Stevan calls a weasel world. There is a lot of science about psychological functioning, and a very great deal 
known about the states, some conscious but by no means all, that figure in psychological processes and functioning--i.e., the processes and 
functioning that constitute the distinctive subject matter of psychology.
I don't suppose it's unimaginable that teapots could be in states that figure in functioning and processes of the distinctive type studied by 
psychology; imagine animated teapots in a Disney film. But we expect that no real teapots are in states we would characterize as psychological 
because they aren't of the sort figure in the processes and functioning that psychology would study.
It simply does not cut nature at the joints to divide conscious states from the nonconscious states that figure in those processes and functioning; 
the appeal to what's felt may be of concern to some in philosophy, but does not do justice to the functioning of psychological beings.
Stevan Harnad    6 August 2012 12:50
PSYCHOLOGISM
But David, I'm not a philosopher. 
And I'm not appealing to what's felt -- I'm just appealing for an explanation of how and why organisms feel, rather than just do. 
Psychologism is no reply.
David Rosenthal  6 August 2012 04:47
Stevan asked:
Unconscious qualitative character? Who's enjoying the quality? And in what does the quality consist, if it is not a feeling?
My response:
What does the quality consist in if it is not conscious? It's the mental property in virtue of which--in both conscious and subliminal cases--we 
distinguish perceptually among perceptible properties. See, e.g., my "How to Think about Mental Qualities," at https://wfs.gc.cuny.edu/DRosenthal/
www/DR-Think-MQs.pdf. Who's enjoying the quality? Well, in the subliminal case, nobody is enjoying it consciously. But again, we can't settle 
substantive question about nonconscious qualities by stipulative pronouncements that mental qualities occur only when consciously enjoyed. (Is 
there nonconscious enjoyment? Of course; a nonconscious sensation could, though the individual is not aware of it, result in pleasure; the pleasure 
might be conscious and it might not be, but in either case it would affect the individual's psychological life in the way pleasure characteristically 
does.
.
Stevan Harnad    6 August 2012 06:23
UNCONSCIOUS PLEASURE?
I'm afraid I'm by now lost in this maze of mind-like alter-egos inside me, experiencing pleasures while I am deprived of them. 
More parsimonious (and comprehensible) to assume that the only one in me that is capable of feeling pleasure (or feeling anything at all) is me, and that 
the unfelt goings-on inside my head are just goings-on, like the pace-maker that keeps my heart beating (or the teapot boiling) -- not feelings minus the 
feeler.
(But let's be clear: all states -- both felt and unfelt -- that are going on inside the head of the feeler have unfelt causes. So if I do feel pleasure, its neural 
causes are unfelt [otherwise I could read them off from my armchair and save neurobiologists a lot of hard work discovering what they are!]. But unless a 
pleasure is actually being felt, there simply is no pleasure going on at all, period. At least not inside my head (assuming I am not suffering from multiple 
personality).That's not terminological. It's substantive, indeed logical. I have no idea what an unfelt "pleasure" could possibly mean. I certainly would not 
call the neural causes, now, of what might eventually generate a feeling of pleasure in an hour "unconscious pleasure", now, no matter how much they 
may resemble the neural state actually going on while pleasure is actually being felt.)
 
.
David Rosenthal  6 August 2012 06:28
Nonconscious pleasure is simply any state that has the characteristic psychological effects of conscious pleasure apart from the individuals' being 
conscious of it. 
Saying something is a logical matter is in effect saying it's terminological: There's nothing in logic, properly so called, to tells one way or another here.
 
Stevan Harnad    6 August 2012 10:05
UNFELT PLEASURE
David, hand on heart, no matter how hard I try, I can't help feeling that a pleasure I never felt is a pleasure I never had, irrespective of any other 
"characteristic psychological effects" -- except if the effect is to make me feel, today, as if I had felt a pleasure, yesterday, in which case it's still not a 
pleasure I ever had or felt, it's just a false memory. (Nostalgia's sometimes like that…)
And yes, this still strikes me as a logical matter (but perhaps it's an "analytic a posteriori" (if one goes in for such Kantian Koans...)
 
David Rosenthal  6 August 2012 10:09
I don't how to respond, Stevan. When you speak of the analytic a posteriori, I don't understand that unless you mean a conceptual truth. I don't think it is 
one; people do have pleasurable states that aren't conscious.
You say you don't understand what I'm talking about; you don't understand it *from a first-person point of view*. But I'm saying that such states occur 
without always being accessed in a first-person way.
 
.
Stevan Harnad    6 August 2012 12:44
"3RD-PERSON PLEASURE"
A third person's pleasure sounds to me like someone else's pleasure, not mine, David. (And as far as I know, there are no other pleasure-seekers in 
my head but me!)
Let's forget the Kantian Koans (a bad joke): "Unfelt pleasures" only makes sense to me as pleasures un-had -- hence more like missed 
appointments than appointments met by some 3rd party...
David Rosenthal  6 August 2012 12:48
It's your pleasure, Stevan--nobody else's! Sorry you're not always aware of it, but it's yours nonetheless!
Stevan Harnad    6 August 2012 13:04
3RD-PERSON PAIN
Ah, wouldn't it be nice, then, if pain, too, were something one could "have" without feeling it...
(But, while we're on the subject: why does anything at all need to be felt?)
David Rosenthal  6 August 2012 13:41
I did have a lot of arguments in my talk that a mental state's being conscious *adds* no utility over the state's simply occurring nonconsciously!
See "Consciousness and Its Function" Neuropsychologia, 46, 3 (2008): 829-840, and 
"Higher-Order Awareness, Misrepresentation, and Function", Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences, special issue 
on Metacognition, 367, 1594 (May 19, 2012): 1424-1438, §IV.
And pains do occur without being conscious--and that's partly nice, but they have all the other noxious psychological effects.
 
.
Stevan Harnad    6 August 2012 13:53
NOXIOUS CAUSES AND EFFECTS
"Noxious psychological effects" sounds like something you feel: That's normally what we call pain. Its antecedents may be the causes of the pain, 
but they're not the pain (not if they happened yesterday).
David Rosenthal  6 August 2012 14:51
I'm not talking about antecedents of consciously felt pain; I'm talking about state that have all the causal links to other psychological states and to 
inputs and outputs--except for not being conscious.
You keep taking my words--'noxious psychological effects'--to mean what you want them to; but that's not an argument.
 
Stevan Harnad    6 August 2012 15:46
UNFELT INJURIES VS. UNFELT PAINS
So I guess you did not mean that unfelt pains "have all the other noxious psychological effects" of pain, but rather that they have all the other 
negative psychological effects of pain. 
What would those negative effects be? May I ask about a particular pain: The pain of a burn. Let's consider both cases: 
Mine, the usual one: My right arm is burnt. I feel the pain of the burn. (The burn itself is not a pain, it's a tissue injury) and as a (negative) 
psychological effect I can't go to the party and I have to write with my left hand for a while.
Yours, the unusual one: My right arm is burnt. The pain occurs, but it is not felt by me. But I do eventually notice that my arm has a burn on it, so, 
as a (negative) psychological effect, I can't go to the party and I have to write with my left hand for a while.
Is that what you mean by my "having" a pain, along with all its other negative psychological effects, but without feeling the pain?
Because I would describe that as having an unfelt injury, along with all its other negative psychological consequences; not an unfelt pain.
 
.
David Rosenthal  7 August 2012 03:28
Hi Stevan,
I did say, and mean, that "pains do occur without being conscious--and that's partly nice, but they have all the other noxious psychological effects." N.B. 
'other'. Not just negative; all the properties that don't consist in or depend on their being conscious.
I don't think the case you think is fair to what I'm talking about.





Stevan Harnad    9 August 2012 05:23
"UNFELT PAIN = NOCICEPTIVE DOINGS, NOT PAIN"
Pity to wrap it up. That there's "unfelt pain" is certainly not a done deal! Lots more to be said and thought about. I suspect we're just dealing with done 
doings, when you refer to "other" effects. 
There would be no hard problem if unfelt doings were all there was. Why some doings are felt is the problem the Summer Institute was all about.
Thanks for a stimulating presentation and discussion, David. I think we both agree that it looks as if anything that we can do consciously could be done 
unconsciously. What's not explained yet is how and why, then, any of it is done consciously.
 
David Rosenthal  10 August 2012 07:18
Dear Stevan,
One last round, since I think your last post raises a crucial issue. I think the issue about whether what you want to call nonconscious nociceptive doings 
should be called, as I think, nonconscious pains may not be as interesting as what the difference is between those states and conscious pains. As you 
know, I think a higher-order theory of consciousness can explain the difference. No state is conscious if the individual is wholly unaware of being in that 
state; so, by contraposition, some type of higher-order awareness is what makes the difference between a state's being conscious and its not being 
conscious. And that's independent of what terminology one wants to apply to the nonconscious states.
 
.
Stevan Harnad    10 August 2012 15:51
HERMENEUTICAL HIERARCHIES
I completely agree that the profound difference is the difference between unfelt doings and felt doings.
But I can't help repeating that "aware" is a weasel-word (and "wholly" is a bit of a fudge too!): A system that detects an optical input, and acts on it, 
is not "aware" of anything. It is just acting (doing).
It is only aware of an optical input if it feels like something to detect the optical input.
I think the "higher-order" hierarchy is just hermeneutical. Either the system feels or it doesn't. And if it feels, some of its functions are felt and some 
of them aren't. The unfelt ones are eo ipso unaware and unconscious doings. And the ones that are felt are felt, whether they are 0-order or Nth-
order (feeling that you feel that you feel that you feel...).
But remove the feeling, and what you have left is nothing but doings.
